GIFT GUIDE SUGGESTIONS
NEW! CHILDREN’S and FAMILY GAMES
Perfect family bonding time … away from all those energysapping screens!! All these new products, from top UK
games brand Drumond Park, are perfect as presents and
for gatherings of family and friends over the
Christmas/New Year break.
Please let us know if you’d like us to send you full press releases, images
(box and contents and/or lifestyle) or review samples – up to three titles.

Email us now! ray@langshotcomms.co.uk
We are also interested in running product-as prizes promotions during the
run-up to Christmas – please contact: susie@langshotcomms.co.uk

Drumond

Park’s

new

multi-award-winning

PICKIN’ CHICKENS (rrp £19.99, age 4+) is
yet another much loved, instant-action table-top
game from Drumond Park.

Children take it in

turns to spin the chickens’ ‘pasture’, and when it
stops each child picks a chicken coop to look
under, and depending on the colour of the chicken revealed, takes a model chicken of
the same colour and puts it on one of the ‘chicken’ spaces on their card. But beware, Mr
Fox pops up randomly from his tree-trunk lair like a jack-in-the-box – and gives
everyone a shock!

When he appears, each player instantly loses one of his or her

chickens – unless they hold the Farmer card, which protects them from the fox! Game
play continues until someone collects four model chickens – and is declared the winner.

CRAZY CLAW (rrp £22.99, age 4+) is a brilliantly
loony

new

arcade-style

game

for

the

smaller

members of the group – and the grown-ups can join
in too! From the start, everyone gets involved by
pounding on the paddles to get the coloured balls
bouncing and bubbling about within the box.

Then

each player operates the grabber in turn, trying to capture one of the bouncing balls, to
see what picture token is inside.

The winner is the first person to collect three tokens

matching the images on their picture card.

New STOOPIDO (rrp £17.99, age 8+) is
a downright silly game the whole family will
absolutely love! The point of the game play
is the opposite of what you think – the
winner is the person who is the only player
left without a full face covered with quirky
colourful
foreheads!

eyes,

ears,

noses,

hats

and

Everyone dons plastic glasses,

the dice is rolled, and if Nose, Eyes, Hat or Ears come up, the players race to hang the
relevant colourful cardboard pieces on whichever player they choose. As play proceeds,
everyone gets loaded up with ever more comical items, for a totally mis-matched look.
The winner is ‘the last man standing’ – the only player left with a gap or gaps on their
glasses.

DIG IN! (rrp £19.99, age 8+) is a
hugely enjoyable, brand new table-top
game, perfect for family play.

In this

fun and surprisingly challenging game,
players take turns to frantically sift
through the big white Dig In! bowl with
both hands, to try to find the exact six
differently coloured pieces (dog, plane,
rabbit, boat, scissors, starfish, teddy
etc.) they need to fill their picture
card… in just 15 seconds flat. If no one succeeds first time round, everyone ‘digs in’
together, using one hand each. It’s a unique and spell-binding formula, ensuring hours
of stimulating fun for the players, who are desperate to be the first to fill their card!
This game makes finding your keys in the bottom of your handbag seem easy!

You may also like… OG ON THE BOG

(rrp £22.99, age 5+) is

an outrageous electronic action game which both boys and girls
absolutely love! The storyline is that a group of children are creeping
up on Og while he sits on his bog in the forest. They are trying to
steal his loo rolls… stand by for the most disgraceful farts and
gruesome grunts! Players must carefully lift a roll from the gnarled
stick outside, but wait for it – if the bog explodes they have to give back
two of the rolls they have collected… and start all over again!

Drumond Park’s Adult, Family and Children’s board and action games and magic sets are
widely available from most major toy shop chains and independents, plus many
department stores, multiple grocery outlets, and catalogue and online traders.
For more information and stockists visit www.drumondpark.com
And for grown-up giggles and to share adult games experiences, go over to their ‘Not
so Quiet Night In’ blog at www.drumondpark.com/blog/
ends-
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For more information or pics, or to discuss promotions
for any Drumond Park products, please call
Ms Ray Hodges on 01344 227888 or email ray@langshotcomms.co.uk

